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 In this article MEMS single-axis gyroscopewas simulated with converter software in 

two cases of L-shaped Spring and simple spring. The results from comparing the 

performance of Springs which had been calculated with the architect analyzer showed 
that the resonantfrequency for simple Spring andL-shapedSpring was 6/03 kHz and 

6/04 kHz respectively, which is so close to 6 kHz analytical value and also the amount 

of displacement in them was 1.67 μm and 1.68 μm,respectivelythe bandwidth of L-
shaped micro stimulator was about 1/13 kHz; while the bandwidth of simple drives was 

about 1/14 kHz which Indicates that in all cases the results ofboth Springs are close 

together. Generally, the types of springs proposed do not have a significant impact on 
the resonant frequency, bandwidth and the amount of displacement; therefore, the type 

of spring would not affect comb-drives micro-actuator performance in MEMS single-

axis gyroscope. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Many different kinds of stimulation andsensingmechanisms can be used in MEMS. Each mechanism and 

manufacturing process has its own advantagesand disadvantages. Motivators are as a sub-sector inmanyparts of 

MEMS such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, etc (John et al., 2003). 

The comb-drivesactuator structure works by generating driving force viaaseriesof parallelplates that slide 

against each other. In this case, it contains two connected comb-drives structures that one of which is immobile 

but other one which is attached to the suspension system is movable (Dechev, 2003).  

Applying a different voltage betweenthecomb-drives structures will cause deflection in movable comb-

drivesstructure throughelectrostaticforces.Inthis case, the comb-drives actuator includes two connected 

structures which are similar in appearance to thecomb. These two parts attract to each other when chargedbya 

dissenting external voltage. However, thegenerated E-Force is too weak and a large number of combteeth are 

required to generate enough force, thus the amount of efficiency is reduced (ChernChiou et al., 2007).  

In this article we investigate the two types of comb-drives micro-actuator in MEMS single-axis gyroscope. 

One with L-shaped Spring and the other with simple Spring, it is worth noting that all the elements of these two 

actuator structures are equal and the only difference between them is just in the shape of the Springs. Figure (1) 

shows the Schematic presentationof these two schemes which were designed and simulated by convertor 

software. Then the impact of spring on MEMS micro-actuator was compared due to the frequency response, 

bandwidth and system transition by Architect analyst software. 

 

The proposed structures of the actuators: 

In the first stage, designing comb-drives micro-actuator has considered through twodesignswi 

thdifferentsuspension systems.  
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Fig. 1: A schematic presentation of thetwodesignswithdifferentsuspension systems, L-shaped and simple 

 

The actuator used in this design is an electrostatic one. The types of the electrodes used in actuator area are 

among the variable ones and it is possible that the range of motion of the suspendermassbe wide and as a result, 

the scale factor of the system increase. In the meantime, the driving force (actuator force)hereisindependent of 

thedisplacement thus we will have sustainability in the actuator part. The sensitive mass dimensions are 

considered to be 400 × 200micro-meters with overall thickness of25 micro-meters. 

𝑣 = 𝐴𝑡 = 2 × 10−12 , 𝑚 = 𝜌𝑣 = 4.46 × 10−9 

The sensitive mass is one of the effective parameters in the design of the comb-drives actuator system. This 

means that any change in sensitive mass will cause frequency changes and then variation in the obtained range 

of stimulus. Therefore, with increasing the sensitive mass the frequency decrease and the range of stimulus will 

increase. The sensitive mass can be considered as the main part of the system so we can forget the beams, mass.  

Design of the spring is one of the important parts of the project. The main purpose of the suspension design 

is to provide system which suspends one or more hovering masses in such a way that presents at least two 

degrees of freedom in vertical line for the stimulus and sense swings (or the primary and secondary swings). 

Now we survey the L-shaped Spring and the simple spring which have been simulated in convertor software and 

shown in figure (2).   

 

L-shaped spring: 

According to the considered dimensions for the entire system andSensitivemass, the L-shaped Spring 

consists of two beams with 600 and 200 micro-meter in length. The width of the beams is calculated to 

reachthedesiredfrequency of6kHz and both of the beam widths are identical.  

𝛼 = (
𝑤𝑏
𝑤𝑎

)3 = 1    

 
 

Fig. 2: twodesignswithdifferentsuspension systems, L-shaped and simple First, the constant value of spring in 

frequency of6 kHz was calculated. 

𝑓𝑛 =
𝑤𝑛
2𝜋

= 6 ∗ 103 

𝑤𝑛 = 2π𝑓𝑛 = 37.68 ∗ 103 
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𝑤𝑛 =  
𝑘

𝑚
→ 𝑘 = 6.33 

Therefore, the calculated constant value for one beam is equal to: 

𝑘 = 1.58   
Now we have the constant value of spring and beams, length, so the width of springs can be calculated 

𝐾𝑥 =
𝐸𝑡

4
 
𝑤𝑏
𝐿𝑏
 

3

 
4𝐿𝑏 + 𝛼𝐿𝑎
𝐿𝑏 + 𝛼𝐿𝑎

 → 𝑤 = 5.4     

Knowing the dimensions of thespring we can make the simulation. Constant value of springin the y-axis is 

calculatedthroughthe following equation: 

𝐾𝑦 =
𝐸𝑡

4
 
𝑤𝑎
𝐿𝑎
 

3

 
4𝐿𝑎 + 𝛼𝐿𝑏
𝐿𝑎 + 𝛼𝐿𝑏

 = 31303    

The aim of designing a suspension system is to have a structure which is very compatible in one direction 

and itis very resistant in orthogonal direction. This means that the hardness ratio in these two directions is high. 

In this design the hardness ratio of the springs is appropriate. 
𝑘𝑦

𝑘𝑥
= 19774 

 
Fig. 3: L-shaped Spring model 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Block plan of a comb-drives micro-actuator with L-shaped suspension system 

 

Simple Spring: 

In this case, the simple spring with 600 micro-meter length is replaced with of L-shaped Spring. Like the 

previous case, the constant value of the spring is still 1/58.  But we willcalculatethe width. 

𝐾𝑥 = 𝐸𝑡  
𝑤

𝐿𝑏
 

3

= 1.57→𝑤 = 5 ∗ 10−6 

Figures (4) and (5) show the simulated micro-actuator blocks in architect convertor software 
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Fig. 5: Block plan of comb-drives micro-actuator with simple spring suspension system 

 

The effect of thesprings: 

Determining the frequency response: 

To perform analysis in AC mode, the firstanalysismust take placeinDCmode. In this analysis labor points 

will be determinedinDC mode and inputting a 35 voltage of DC mode, makes the system ready to work. To 

obtainthe frequency response small-signalanalysisis performed, so it suggests the frequency response 

unspecified bandwidth. Thissystemis designedfor a 6 kHz frequency. In figures (6) and (7) the frequency 

response is shown in convertor for L-shaped Spring and simple spring respectively.  

There sonant frequency achieved in the simulationforL-shapedSpring is 6/03 kHz and for the simple spring 

is 6/04 kHz. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Frequency response oftheL-shapedSpring 

 

 
Fig. 7: Frequency response of the simple spring 
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Bandwidth: 

Bandwidthsmechanical system with two frequencies at which the maximumfrequencyrangeisreducedto 3db. 

We obtain bandwidthfor both springs by using the frequency response diagram.  

Asshown in figures (8) and (9) the bandwidth for micro-actuator with L-shaped suspension system is about 

1/13 kHz, and the high and low frequencies for this system is 59/6 kHz and 45/5 kHz respectively.  

 

 
 

Fig. 8: The frequency bandwidth of micro-actuator with L-shaped suspension system 

 

Similarly, the bandwidth for the micro-actuator with simple suspension system is about 1/14 kHz, and the 

high and low frequencies for this system is 6/59 kHz and 5/44 kHz respectively. 

 

Transient analysis of the system: 

To calculate the output amplitude in the time domain transientanalysisis used. In this analysis transient 

response of a circuit in the time domain fora giveninput in time domainis characterized. 

Displacementamplitudesarecalculatedfor both Springs and compared with simulation. We consider 

theattenuation valueabout 40 micro. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: The bandwidth of micro-actuator with simple spring suspension system Stimulation range for both of the 

springs is calculated by this formula: 

𝑥 =
𝑓

𝑐𝑤𝑛
= 1.59 ∗ 10−6 
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Fig. 10: Displacement range of L-shaped Spring 

 

To increase the stimulation range, theelectrostaticforce mustbe increased. Electrostaticforcecan beby 

modifying the number of combs, distance and the thickness but it should be considered that thedimensionswould 

be limited by mandatory minimum characteristics size. For example the minimumbeamwidth gap distance will 

be limited. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Displacement range of simple spring 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

To understand the impact of different types of springs in micro-actuator performance and to get the best 

answer, we can investigate the diagrams. We can see that the resonant frequency in simulation of L-shaped 

Spring is 6/03 kHz and for the simple spring is 6/04 kHz and in both springs the analytical valuesobtained are 

close to simulation. Therefore, using each of these two types of Springs does not make a significant change 

onthefrequency.  

The bandwidth of micro-actuator with L-shapedSpring suspension system is about 1/13 kHz, with 

respectively high and low frequencies of 59/6 kHz and 45/5 kHz. Similarly, the bandwidth of micro-actuator 

with simple spring suspension system is about 1/14 kHz, with respectively high and low frequencies of 6/59 

kHz and 5/44 kHz. Ashcanis seen also the type of spring used here doesn’t make significant change on the 

bandwidth.  

The amount of displacement calculated for L-shaped Spring in the convertor is equal to 1.68 μm, and the 

displacement range calculated for simple spring in convertor is equal to 1.67 μm. Generally it can be concluded 

that the type of the spring (simple or L-shaped) doesn’t make a significant change on resonant frequency, 

displacement range and bandwidth. 
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